
    Step Up Day 4 – Thursday 18th March 2021       

Step Up Day 4 of the 2020-2021 academic year was delivered very shortly after we welcomed all our pupils back 

from lockdown. Plans made for a “learning from home” Step Up Day had to be changed at short notice for a day 

being delivered in school. It was so nice to see the site full, buzzing with energy and enthusiasm, with pupils ready 

for something different from the home learning they had begun to grow weary of. 

Here are some of the activities that took place: 

 

Year 11        Since the pupils in year 11 had missed out on the college taster days they were due to have in 

the summer of year 10, they got to have an “at school” college taster day delivered by staff at John Leggott 

College. Starting off the day with an assembly about the National Citizenship Service (NCS), they then had 

an introductory presentation by Samantha from JLC, who came into school to help oversee that things 

went smoothly. She also brought some goody bags so every year 11 student got a prospectus, a pen and a 

lolly! Following on from her information-giving session, the pupils then attended one of several subject 

tasters. The choice for this session was: Games & E-sports, Maths, Further Maths & Accounting, 

Psychology, Business and Art & Design. (The students had all made their choice of subjects in advance of 

the day). Games and E-sports and Psychology proved so popular that 2 groups had be set up for each of 

these subjects. Session 1 was followed by a break and then session 2 was a choice from: Creative 

Computing, English Language & Literature, Media and Sociology. This time, Sociology proved to be the 

most popular choice. There was also the choice, during this hour, to see a presentation about Access 

Creative College in Lincoln, delivered by Vin, the Engagement Co-ordinator of the college. Just before 

lunch, there was a presentation from JLC about the enrichment opportunities that exist within their extra-

curricular programme. After lunch, the rest of the day was divided into 2 sessions. The first consisted of a 

choice between Criminology, Health & Social Care with Childcare, Sport/PE or Film, with 2 groups opting 

for Criminology, and the final session of the day had tasters of Biology & Applied Science, Dance, Sport/PE, 

Law and Economics. Law was the most popular choice in Session 4. The options available to the year 11 

pupils during the day meant that they could have a very varied experience and could try out subjects they 

might never have considered before. They got to learn a little more about what life as a college student is 

like and might make a few final decisions before the deadline for college applications arrives. 

 

            



 

         

 

              

 

              

                     

Year 10              Prior to making decisions about their post-16 routes into further education, higher 

education and employment, year 10 pupils enjoyed a package of lessons called “Progression”. In these 

sessions, they learned about qualifications and what the different levels of qualification mean and how 

they can affect the options available. They also learned about the local colleges of further education; 

where they are, what they offer and what it is like to study there. An alternative route available from age 

16 is through an apprenticeship, and so one of the day’s sessions was a lesson about apprenticeships. The 

pupils learned what they are, the different types and levels of apprenticeships and how to find one. Then, 



thinking about employment, the students explored employability skills and considered what sort of 

qualities they have that would appeal to an employer and what skills they, perhaps, need to develop in 

order to be more employable. We use the skills builder for this and it identifies the eight essential skills of 

listening; presenting; problem solving; creativity; staying positive; aiming high; leadership and teamwork. 

Students have completed a self-assessment of these skills and we will use patterns and trends to target 

areas for their personal improvement in later step up days. The remaining session was entitled “A Day in 

the Life of…” and showed some case studies of people in different jobs and what it is like to spend a day in 

their job. Students really looked more closely at the realities of many jobs, rather than the glamour 

presented on TV. This helped the pupils to appreciate how jobs differ in many ways, but also how work 

experience can help you to see what sort of work would them. We also looked at a useful website 

www.reed.co.uk which has a salary checker so you can see the average salary for a particular job as well as 

a tax calculator so you can understand the difference between a salary and take home pay – needless to 

say they were shocked about how many deductions are made! 

 

 

                                                  

 

Year 9          Like the year 11 pupils, year 9 also had some choices to make prior to today’s Step Up Day. To 

help them with their forthcoming KS4 option choices, they were offered tasters of the subjects they will be 

able to choose from as they go into years 10 and 11. They selected 5 subjects to try out during the day and 

this would help them to understand the expectations of them should they chose to study that subject. This 

might mean some pupils confirmed the subjects they want to pick but might also help them eliminate 

certain subjects from their options. Teachers delivered sample lessons in Art, Craft & Design, Art Textiles 

Design, Child Development, Combined Sciences, Digital Information Technology, English Language & 

Literature, Enterprise, Food Preparation & Nutrition, French, Geography, History, Mathematics, Music 

Practice, Performing Arts, Religious Studies, Resistant Materials, Separate Sciences and Sports Science. In 

every session, staff related the subject to careers and potential jobs and it was great to see students 

understand why subjects can be so important.  

http://www.reed.co.uk/


         

       

         

         

 



Year 8           Year 8 had a combination of themes for their day. They looked at enterprise from the point of 

view of “Fair Trade” so that they could understand what it is and what effects it can have. They also 

completed a manufacturing, development and marketing task in the form of the “Chocoholics” activity. As 

well as showing the students how businesses operate, this activity also develops their team-working skills. 

They had to plan the manufacture of a new chocolate bar by doing market research, pricing ingredients 

and pitching their product. They then had to work on design for the packaging and prepare an advertising 

campaign. Year 8 also continued their relationships and sex education (RSE) with a session called “Building 

on the Basics” looking at online safety and harassment. They learned how to report online sexual 

harassment and who to inform. Their final session explored the factors affecting self-esteem, both 

positively and negatively. They investigated some case studies and looked at ways someone can boost 

their self-esteem.  

              

      

                         

 

Year 7          How people treat one another was the main theme of year 7’s day. They had 2 sessions looking 

at prejudice. Firstly, they considered how stereotyping affects people’s attitudes towards disabled people 

and how media portrayal can make a difference to this. They also considered gender prejudice and why we 

have an International Women’s Day. They also explored how attitudes towards women can affect 



community cohesion. Year 7 also had 2 RSE sessions: “Exposed”, looking at the issue of sexting and its 

dangers and how to get support, and “Relationships” which demonstrated the differences between 

healthy and unhealthy relationships and the issue of bullying. Their remaining lesson was about mental 

well-being and emotions. They looked at ways of recognising how somebody is feeling and thought about 

ways people express their emotions. 

 

 

 

This day would not have possible without enormous support from 

John Leggott College. We would also like to thank Access Creative 

College and all of the Huntcliff staff that worked so hard to make this 

another successful day. Finally, a huge “well done” to all the pupils 

for their hard work and enthusiasm. 


